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SCENARIO

iss Greenleaf teaches kindergarten in a large urban school in which 95 percent of the students receive 
free or reduced lunches. The home languages of these students include Arabic, Spanish, Swahili, and 
Russian. She knows that the most important goal each year is to develop the students’ vocabulary. 

Every day she greets the children with a handshake and her song “Good morning! Good morning! I am glad 
you came to school today!” The children know the routine: they quickly find a book from the large selection of 
wordless books (Appendices A.5 and A.6) and books with rhyme, phonograms, alliteration, and other language 
play (Appendix A.7). on the bookshelf and sit in a circle on the rug. As they gather, they share pictures with their 
peers and laugh together.

As soon as all the children are seated in the circle, she takes her book and puts in on the floor in front of her 
and the children do the same. Then she invites the students to sing the good morning song as she points to the 
words. She has the song written on sentence strips and displays the song in the front of the room. She has thirty-
six other songs written on posters; each week she teaches a new song to the children. She chooses songs that have 
easy melodies and rhythms such as “If You’re Happy and You Know It,” “The Itsy-Bitsy Spider,” “Row, Row 
Your Boat,” “Down by the Bay,” and other songs with rhyming words. Many of these songs are on YouTube so 
after the children know the songs, she has them sing along with the video. She first introduces a song by singing 
it because on YouTube they sing faster, and she wants the children to learn the words. As children memorize the 
song, she puts the opening sentence of the song on a sentence strip, cuts the sentence into individual words that 
have short magnetic strips on the back, and invites two children to put the words back into its correct order. She 
also invites children to come to the poster and point out particular words.

Miss Greenleaf reads two big books (one narrative and one informational) per day to the entire class. For 
whole group, she selects Jan Brett’s, Kevin Henkes’s, Tomi dePaola’s, H. A. Rey’s, and other books that have 
rich vocabulary and easy-to-follow-story lines. She also understands the importance of introducing children 
to informational text so she has a large selection of informational text such as All about Animals in Winter 
(Rustad, 2015), Indestructible: Baby Animals (Pixton, 2017a) and concept books (Appendix A.2) that she 
shares with the large group. However, she spends the rest of the time reading to small groups of no more than 
three children. She knows that if she reads to small groups, she can better determine which children quickly 
chime in on the rhyming words and can point to pictures and words when she asks them to do so. Because she 
love Jamberry (Degen, 1983), she begins with that book and shares blueberries and strawberries with the chil-
dren. She also shares alphabet, colors, shapes, and number concept books so that children can not only learn 
the alphabet, colors, shapes, and numerals; but so they also are introduced to items that are new to them.

While she is reading with small groups, the other children are “writing stories,” painting at the easel, writing 
letters and numerals, or reading books. Miss Greenleaf has a set of ten books of most of the songs they sing, so 
children can read the books silently to themselves. Of course, she often hears them sing the song as they read.

Miss Greenleaf’s room has large upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet, and as children learn to rec-
ognize the words, she adds them to the word wall. As they write their stories, she encourages them to write the 
words from the word wall.

Miss Greenleaf knows that the greatest gift she can give children are words! As she introduces words, she 
makes sure they can pronounce them correctly and they understand what they mean. She is amazed each year on 
the vocabulary growth of her students!

Guiding questions

1. If you are Miss Greenleaf, what strategies would you recommend for large group instruction? For small-group 
sessions?
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2. What lists of colors, shapes, and numerals concept books would you have in your classroom?

3. What specific writing activities would you use with students whose native language is written from right to 
left?

4. What specific vocabulary building strategies would you recommend for the English learners?

5. What activities would you do to motivate students to become interested in new words?
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